Background {#s1}
==========

Advances in our ability to identify and quantify complex glycans and glycoconjugates has led to an increasing awareness of the key roles that these molecules play in a wide range of physiological and pathological processes, including cell adherence, cell--cell interactions, molecular trafficking, biosynthetic quality control, signal transduction and host--pathogen recognition. Various types of glycans and glycoconjugates are thus becoming recognized as essential participants in almost all biological processes. Structural analysis of glycoconjugates is technically challenging, requiring sophisticated analytical and computational techniques applied at the interface of biology and chemistry. Although recent technical advances in this area have led to the emergence of glycomics as a distinct discipline, progress is slowed by the unavailability of robust, generally applicable software tools required to process, annotate, archive and mine the data now being generated in this domain.

The complexity of glycans and the diversity of their structures and molecular contexts have necessitated the development of a wide range of experimental techniques and instrumentation for their analysis. Although mass spectrometry (MS) is the most frequently applied methodology for glycan analysis, array-based ligand-binding assays, high-performance liquid chromatography, capillary electrophoresis (CE), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and several other techniques are now being routinely used for this purpose. Recent advances in analytical methodology and instrumentation make it possible to produce glycomics data with increased depth, speed and efficiency, resulting in the generation of extremely large and diverse datasets. However, the reporting and/or distribution of information obtained during a glycomics experiment pose unique challenges to the analyst. This includes the identification and presentation of relevant metadata that allows the results to be objectively evaluated and interpreted in a biological context and reproduced in the laboratories of other scientists.

It is important to note that glycomics cannot be viewed as a straightforward extension of proteomics. Glycomics and proteomics experiments share the same basic goal, i.e. the identification and quantification (where possible) of specific molecular structures in a particular biological context. However, the complex and often branched structures of glycans, in combination with the non-template-driven mechanisms leading to their biosynthesis, have made the emergence of glycomics as a discipline dependent on the ongoing development of new analytical approaches and computational tools that are not required for proteomics. The quality and information content of the annotated data generated by such tools can vary considerably, depending on the exact experimental conditions used to generate primary data, the suitability and configuration of the computational tools used to process this data, the quality of any databases that are invoked during the data processing and the validity of any assumptions that are made when assigning glycan structures in the presence of incomplete analytical data.

The validity of glycan structure assignments can be assessed only if the relevant experimental parameters, computational methods and underlying assumptions used to make the assignments are described. In addition glycan analysis is often performed not just using one method or technique but by utilizing several orthogonal methods including array-based ligand-binding assays, liquid chromatography (LC), CE, NMR, various types of MS such as mass profiling and tandem MS or hyphenated analytical methods such as GC--MS or LC--MS. Therefore, any information derived from each technique used has to be reported to provide a comprehensive and meaningful overview on the structure assignment, since each technique will provide additional information consolidating the structural assignment or illustrating exclusion of alternative structures.

The MIRAGE guidelines provide a framework that allows this information to be identified and presented in a consistent manner in order to enhance the value of structural analyses that are disseminated by both scientific journals and databases. Scientific journals can use the MIRAGE guidelines as the foundation for developing their own checklists and guidelines for publishing glycomics data. In fact, the recently published MIRAGE guidelines for glycan analysis by MS ([@CWU018C2]) were evaluated by members of the glycobiology community (including representatives of several journals such as *Glycobiology* and *Molecular and Cellular Proteomics* (*MCP*)) at a workshop in Athens, Georgia in August 2012 before establishing guidelines for publishing mass spectral (MS) based glycomics data, later called "Athens Guidelines" ([@CWU018C7]) (see also instructions to authors for *Glycobiology*). The MIRAGE guidelines are not strictly enforced by the editors of *MCP* or *Glycobiology*, as the MIRAGE guidelines are considerably more detailed than the Athens Guidelines. However, the two sets of guidelines are mutually consistent and complementary.

The MIRAGE guidelines provide reviewers with specific, technical descriptions of the metadata required to evaluate the glycomics analysis, and can thus be used by a qualified reviewer as a basis for making judgments regarding the validity of specific conclusions in the manuscript. However, they are not intended to substitute for the review process itself or to define acceptance criteria for submitted manuscripts.

The criteria for acceptance of glycomics data for inclusion into a database are likely to be somewhat different than those for acceptance in a scientific journal. For example, the curatorial process for inclusion of a dataset in a database may not include review by an expert. In such cases, rigorous guidelines for the inclusion of metadata are crucial, as these metadata are a necessary prerequisite for the (automated or manual) selection of relevant, trusted data from the database for comparison to new datasets or inclusion in data-mining investigations. We expect that the MIRAGE guidelines (developed by analysts, biologists and bioinformaticians with glycomics expertise) will serve as a convenient foundation to define the information that has to be stored in a database to provide comprehensive and reproducible datasets to its users.

MIRAGE {#s2}
======

In 2006, participants at the Workshop on Analytical and Bioinformatic Glycomics, agreed that there is an urgent need to develop infrastructure, including standardized protocols for the exchange and reporting of structural glycan data and metadata to implement "a worldwide network of databases containing experimental and analytical data relevant to the structures and functions of glycans" ([@CWU018C3]). A subsequent NIH workshop organized by the Consortium for Functional Glycomics in 2009 extended and refined these requirements, emphasizing the need to "Define specific criteria that make it possible for experts and non-experts to rapidly assess the depth and quality of a structural characterization that is described in a publication or structural database entry." ([@CWU018C8]). In July 2011, an international group of scientists attending the 2nd Beilstein Symposium on Glyco-Bioinformatics in Potsdam (Germany) established the MIRAGE initiative under the auspices of the Beilstein-Institut (<http://www.beilstein-institut.de>). MIRAGE (i.e. the "Minimum Information Required for A Glycomics Experiment") integrates worldwide efforts to develop reporting guidelines for glycomics analytic data with the goal of facilitating the interpretation, evaluation and reproduction of these data. These guidelines are intended to improve the quality of glycomics datasets published in journals and stored in databases.

Glycomics analysis offers unique challenges that necessitate reporting and archiving standards that are distinct from those already established for proteomics (such as the MIAPE standard; [@CWU018C5], [@CWU018C4]). The MIRAGE standards thus serve as critical elements of the infrastructure required to integrate relevant scientific knowledge into a worldwide glycomics bioinformatics system capable of addressing diverse needs of the scientific community. In this context, success of the MIRAGE project represents a critical step toward fulfilling the recommendations of the NAS Committee on Assessing the Importance and Impact of Glycomics and Glycosciences ([@CWU018C6]), which include the development of a "well-documented glycan structure database that can be linked back to the original experimental data."

Coordination and consulting {#s3}
===========================

The MIRAGE project is steered by an international panel of scientists with expertise in diverse disciplines, including medicinal and developmental glycobiology, carbohydrate chemistry, glycoanalytics and glyco-bioinformatics, ensuring that the guidelines will encompass the most frequently used and relevant technologies.

The MIRAGE project incorporates three organizational components: the working group, the coordinating group and the advisory board (Figure [1](#CWU018F1){ref-type="fig"}). The working group defines the tasks, makes general decisions and integrates detailed guidelines, which are developed by subgroups focusing on structural analysis, interaction analysis and bioinformatics. Fig. 1.MIRAGE incorporates three organizational components: the working group, the coordinating group and the advisory board.

The efforts of the structural analysis subgroup have already led to the publication of guidelines for reporting glycoanalytic mass spectral (MS) data ([@CWU018C2]). This guideline has an organizational structure similar to that of the MIAPE-MS guideline for proteins ([@CWU018C5]) but the content is significantly different, addressing the specific requirements of glycan analytics. Future work will encompass diverse sample preparation techniques and alternative techniques for the identification of glycan structures, such as LC, HPLC, CE or NMR.

The interaction analysis subgroup considers methods to define the biological interactions of glycans and glycoconjugates with other macromolecules, such as glycan-binding proteins, glycan-potentiated signal receptors or microbes such as bacteria and viruses. Initial efforts have focused on evaluating and describing glycan microarray analyses and the data generated by these experiments. Future work will encompass diverse technologies such as surface plasmon resonance, flow cytometry, enzyme-linked immuno-sorbent assays, saturation-transfer difference NMR and isothermal titration calorimetry.

The bioinformatics subgroup is charged with integrating data processing parameters into the guidelines for each laboratory method and defining separate guidelines for exchanging the information defined in the guidelines between different software systems and databases.

The second component of MIRAGE is the co-ordination group, which is concerned with the general organization of meeting, community participation and dissemination of the documents to both the members of MIRAGE and the broader scientific community. The third component of MIRAGE is the advisory board, which is composed of internationally recognized glycoscientists who support MIRAGE and have agreed to devote the time required to oversee the efforts of the first two groups.

Process of guideline development {#s4}
================================

The aim of reporting guidelines is to support the scientific community in publishing experimental data of high quality with respect to integrity, comprehensiveness and reproducibility by providing a framework to recommend details that should be reported along with the data. It is critical for the success of these guidelines that they do not appear to dictate how experiments and analysis should be designed or implemented. In order to gain general acceptance, MIRAGE thus shares several essential prerequisites with other guideline initiatives such as MIAPE ([@CWU018C5]). These are: *Sufficiency*: the guidelines should adequately describe information about the experimental data and the experimental conditions and methods used to generate the data to enable individuals to understand, critically evaluate, interpret and reproduce the data.*Practicability*: the guidelines should be concise, understandable and limited to specific parameters that have a significant effect on the outcome of an experiment, facilitating compliance by scientists who use them.*Stability*: the guidelines must be stable over a time period that is adequate to ensure consistency and comparability in data reporting. Nevertheless, the guidelines must accommodate technical and scientific advances that should be considered when a new technique is sufficiently mature and robust for widespread use.

Scientific journals will play a crucial role in encouraging acceptance of the guidelines by recommending that authors refer to the guidelines when submitting their data. In many cases, the status of the guidelines may change from a simple recommendation to a requirement that must be considered by all participants in the publication process (including authors, reviewers, curators and editors).

The development of a MIRAGE guideline is a multistep process. Maturation of the document through this process increases its visibility and encourages consensus among stakeholders, facilitating its acceptance by the community. Although this multistep development is time consuming and laborious, it has been proven to be an effective process for developing the MS guidelines ([@CWU018C2]), which have gained broad support from the MS and scientific publishing communities.

Transparency as a premise for a successful guideline proposition {#s5}
================================================================

The successful development and administration of any reporting standard involves balancing specifications that are sufficient to ensure the integrity and reproducibility of the reported data with the need for flexibility in designing and implementing experiments and the free dissemination of valuable experimental results ([@CWU018C1]). Any restriction of scientific freedom regarding the generation or description of data should be avoided. Although scientific advances become valuable to the community only when new techniques and the data they generate are effectively communicated to others, innovation required for such advances must not be stifled by standards aimed at improving the information content of scientific reports.

With these human aspects in mind, it is clear that development of the MIRAGE guidelines should be a highly transparent process that respects the viewpoints of the many different stakeholders and thereby encourages maximum participation and continued support by the community. The parallel development of similar guidelines by different groups would lead to confusion and must be avoided. Therefore, once a new MIRAGE guideline has been reviewed by the advisory committee, it is made available to the general public via the MIRAGE project web site (<http://glycomics.ccrc.uga.edu/MIRAGE/index.php>). This site also provides information about the mission and history of the MIRAGE group, along with descriptions of the diverse projects and their progress. In addition, several hundred international researchers working on glycan analysis, structure and function are proactively approached via email for advice, for example, to obtain feedback on draft versions of the guidelines. The MIRAGE committee recognizes the need for broadly based input, and welcomes all comments, advice and help in developing the guidelines.

Conclusion {#s6}
==========

The MIRAGE project has been established to define data reporting guidelines for glycomics databases and publications. They describe the essential information necessary to understand and reproduce a glycomics experiment without dictating how the experiment itself should be performed. Adoption of these guidelines by scientific journals in the form of checklists or additions to the author instructions will increase the quality and reproducibility of the published results. In addition, adoption of the guidelines by glycomics databases will facilitate methods for processing and mining of the data produced by glycoanalytic experiments.

At the moment of writing this paper a guideline for glycomics MS experiments has been released and published ([@CWU018C2]). Further guidelines for other techniques used for glycomics experiments, such as glycan array experiments or LC separation in combination with or without MS, are in currently in preparation and will be finished in summer 2014.

Future activities of the MIRAGE project will be not just to create guidelines for other types of experiments but also to promote existing guidelines with scientific journals to accomplish the integration of these guidelines by the journals.
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